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The composition of a quotient matroid Q over a collection of component 
matroids fi ,..., f, indexed on the cells of Q, is described. This composition, 
called quotient composition, may be viewed as an application of clutter com- 
position to matroids, or as a generalization of matroid direct sum composition 
to the next higher connectivity. It may also be viewed as equivalent to com- 
positions described by Minty in 1966, and Brylawski in 1971. 
Quotient composition is characterized, and the circuits and rank fnnction 
of a cornposed matroid are given. Various other properties are described, along 
with a category for quotient composition. 
1. IIWRODUCTION 
The central purpose of this paper is to describe a certain matroid 
composition. This composition, which we call quotient composition, can 
be roughly described as the operation of inserting “component” matroids 
into a ‘“quotient” matroid in place of its cells. 
ur motivation for studying matroid composition was a feehng that the 
known theory of clutter composition and decomposition (see dIscussion 
following Theorem 42-a clutter is simply a collection of no~comparab~e 
subsets of some set (see [l, 2, 14])-should have applications to the theory 
of matroids. In particular, this feeling was engendered by the fact that the 
maximum flow problem in a capacitated graph with distinguished edge 
can be viewed as a packing problem over the clutter of polygons (circuits) 
through this distinguished edge [9]. Thus clutter composition and decom- 
position are relevant to the maximum flow problem. Since, ~~rtherrno~e, 
this problem can be generalized to matroids with a ~~~~i~g~ishe~ cell 
(“‘one-port matroids” [13]), we are led naturally ts consider clutter 
composition of matroids. 
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As it happens, however, we do not make explicit use of clutter theory 
in our construction. Rather, clutter theory together with the results of 
this paper are used in the study of decomposition [3]. The main decom- 
position result in [3] is a generalization of Tutte’s unique decomposition 
theorem for nonseparable graphs into essentially 3-connected graphs 
[19, Chapter 111. Via this result quotient composition generalizes matroid 
direct sum composition to the next higher connectivity. 
Quotient composition can also be viewed as separately equivalent to 
compositions described by Minty [13] and Brylawski 151, although their 
emphasis is quite different from ours. Their compositions are presented 
as symmetric operators, while in our presentation the so-called quotient 
plays a special role. 
A brief outline of the contents of this paper is as follows. Section 2 
contains the definitions necessary to construct the composition. Definitions 
used in the later development are given as required. In Section 3 we 
construct quotient composition (Theorem 3.2), give some examples, and 
demonstrate the uniqueness of the composition relative to three pairs 
of dual axioms (Theorem 3.7). The description of the composition is in 
terms of the lattice of flats since this seems to be the cleanest, if not the 
most intuitively appealing, approach. Section 4 is devoted to deriving 
expressions for the circuits and rank function of the composed matroid. 
Section 5 demonstrates the relation of quotient composition to Minty’s 
composition (Theorem 5.1), and some other compositions. Finally, in 
Section 6 we state, without proof, some miscellaneous properties of 
quotient composition, a few of which are used to describe a certain 
abstract category. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
We begin by establishing some nomenclature. Let A, B, R and S be sets, 
and suppose A, B C 2s = {X / XC S}: (a) A\B = (a E A 1 a $ B}; (b) if 
h:S+R, then hA={hCICEA); and (c) AX B={CUD~CEA, 
DEB}andAUB={CjCEAorCEB). 
A matroid (pregeometry) M is a finite set E = E(M), together with a 
collection C = C(M) of nonempty subsets of E which satisfy the following 
two conditions: (a) No member of C is a proper subset of another; and 
tb) if Cl, G E C, Cl If G , e E C, n C, and e2 E C,\C, then there exists 1 
C E C such that e2 E C C (C, u C,)\e, . The elements of E are called cells, 
and the members of C are called circuits. A cell e E E contained in no 
circuit is an isthmus; e is a loop if it is itself a circuit. 
By a pointed matroid (one-port matroid [13]) we mean a matroid M 
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together with a distinguished cell y E ~(~~-common to ail mounted 
matroids-called the basepoint. Denote E’ = E\p, and for 
F’=(AEFI~~A)~~~F”=(_~\~[~EAEF). 
For A C E define the span of A, 8,(A), by 
6d4 = {a E E I aEAora~CECandCCAii(k). 
The$&s of M, K(M), are the members of F fixed by 6. is characterized 
by the following three conditions: 
osed under intersection, and 
E K, a $ Kl il K2 and b E KI\K2 implies there exists 
b$K’I(K,nK,)wa. 
A maximal member K E K with K # E is called a ~y~erp~ane of 
Fn denotes the n-cell matroid with no circuits, called the free 
QII n-cells, and L, denotes the n-cell matroid in which each celll is a 
circuit. P, denotes the rz-cell matroid with C = (IQ. 
Let A be a set, not necessarily a subset of E. The deletion of A, written 
M\A, is the matroid with C(M\A) = (C E C / CC E\A) and E(M\A) = E\A. 
The contraction of A, written M/A, is the matroid 
nonempty members of (C n (E\A) 1 C E Cl, a 
any sets A and B, .&&4/B is called a minor of M. 
\A are the submatroids of M. 
3. a%~ @ON~TRUCTION OF THE ~~~Qs~T~~N 
y an indexed pair (Q, f), we mean a nonpointed matroid Q together 
with a function f assigning to each e E E(Q) a pointed matroid S( 
understood that the matroids f(e) are (except for their comma 
point p) pairwise disjoint. Given an indexed pair (Qs f >, we call 
quotient and the f (e) components. 
If (8, f> is an indexed pair and j E(Q)] = n, 3t is f~e~~ent~y useful to 
assume E(Q) = {I,..., E>. In this case we denote f (i> by ,f , E(h) by .& 
and E(Q) by E. 
LEMMA 3.1. If (Q, f) is an indexedpair, then 
A = u (I1 K’W x 
ICEI ieK ieE\K 
is the lattice ofJats of a matroid on uiEE Ei’. 
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Proof. Denote K(Q) by K and 6, by 6; for each i E E denote K(fi) 
by Ki and 6,< by 13~ .
A clearly satisfies (1). Take two sets K1, K2 E K. For I = 1, 2 and i E E 
take Kiz E K; if i E Kz, and take Kiz E Hi if i E E\K1. Put AZ = UisE Kiz, 
I = 1,2. By definition A, , A, E A. Since (2) holds on each Ki we have 
Kil n Ki2 E Hi if i E K1 n K2, and Kil n Ki2 E Ki’ otherwise. Thus, the 
fact that (2) holds for K implies (2) holds for A. 
To verify (3) suppose b E A1\A, and a E +&‘\(A, u A,). Let 
Kc = Ut&l n Kc21 ” a]\~, K= K1nK2 if P 6 UK,), 
and K = 8[(K1 n K2) u k] otherwise. Let & = KiX n Ki2 if i $ K u k, 
and Ki = &[(Kil n Ki2) u p]\p if i E K\k. Put A = lJiaE Kg . Clearly 
au(A,nA,)CAEA. If bEEr,, then b$A by (3) on K,. Suppose 
b E El for some 1 # k. If Kt C Kt we are done, so assume I E K\K2 = 
6[(K1 n K2) u k]\K2. Thus k g K2. 
If k E K1, then Kkl up E KB . Since a $ Kkl u Kk2 we have as a conse- 
quence of (3) that 
P $ WK,l u P) n G21 u 4 = W,1 n Kk2) u al, 
which implies K = X1 n K2. Since this is contrary to assumption we 
deduce k $ K1. But then by (3) on K, I $ K1. Hence p $ S,(K,1) u 6,(K,3, 
which implies ((3) again!) b 6 6,[(K,1 n K,2) up]\p. j 
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.1, we are able to define the 
composition which is the object of this paper. 
THEOREM 3.2. Given an indexedpair with quotient Q and components 
fi ,..., fm , there is a matroid Q[f, ,..., fn] on uiEE Ei with flats 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let A = uisE Ai for Ai C Ei’, andput 
B = {i E E 1 p E afi(Ai)}. 
Then the span of A in Q[fi ,..., f,] is the set 
Proof. This formula follows from the proof of Lemma 3.1. i 
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The matroid Q[fi ,..., f,] is called the quotient amposition of fl ,...) ~2 
over Q. Before characterizing quotient composition, we give two examples 
of its appearance when applied to some special classes of matroids. 
EXAMPLE 3.4 (graphic matroids). Let Q and fi ,...$ fn be the polygon- 
matroids of the graphs G and HI ,..., Pr, respectively. Construct a new 
graph G as follows: For each edge i of G first identify the base 
to i, in either order, and then delete the identified edge. The effect of this 
construction is that each edge i of G is replaced by .the corresponding %f?: 
with its basepoint removed (the basepoint serves to distinguish a pair of 
vertices in Hi). The graph G is of course not uniquely determined by this 
construction, but the polygons of C are uniquely determined. These 
polygons are the circuits of Q[f, ,...,fn]. 
EXAMPLE 3.5 (representable matroids). Let Q and fI ,...,,i;, be re 
sented over the field D by the D-matrices B and A, ,.~., An respectively. 
This means, for example, that the circuits of Q are the minimal dependent 
sets of columns of B. In addition, assume that the basepoint of no fi is a 
loop, so that the Ai can be written in the form 
where 1 is a scalar, and the first column corresponds to the basepoint. 
Then if bl,..., b* are the columns of B, it can be shown that 
represented by the matrix C: 
Each bi& in C is the matrix product of bi and ai , 
Having defined quotient composition in Theorem 3.2, we next intro 
three pairs of dual axioms which, in effect, characterize this ~~rn~os~tio~. 
These axioms arose from the observation that defining quotient compo- 
sition in certain seemingly unimportant cases (i.e., when loops and 
isthmuses are present in the wrong places), in fact uniquely determines 
it if we assume commutativity with contraction and deletion. 
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LEMMA 3.6. Quotient composition satisfie @(III) and (I*)-(III*): 
(I) If Q is a single isthmus, then Q[fl] = fl\p; 
(II) if& is a single isthmus, then Q[f, ,..., f-1 = (Q\i)[f, ,..., j& , 
f-d+1 9***, .Ll; and 
(III) if e #P, then QK ,.dJ\e = Q[fi\e,-.,f,\el. 
The duals, (I*)-(III*), of (I)-(III) are obtained by replacing isthmus by 
loop and deletion by contraction. 
Proof. We verify only (I*)-(III*). The proof of (I)-(III) is similar. 
LJfJ = fi/p since K(LJ = {E(L,)}. Hence (I*) holds. (II*) also follows 
from K(L,) = {E(L,)). To prove (III*) let (Q,f) be an indexed pair. 
Take k E E and e E Ek’. A is a flat of Qrl ,..., fn]/e if and only if A v e 
is of the form (UIEK K,“) u (lJiPEIK Ki’), where KE K, Kc” E Ki” for i E K, 
and Ki’ E I&’ for i E E\K. But then A = (uSEK K:\e) u (UseElK Ki’\e). 
Since this happens if and only if A is a flat of Q[fi/e,..., f,Je], (III*) is 
proved. 
THEOREM 3.7. Quotient composition is the unique function from indexed 
pairs to nonpointed matroids which satisfies (I)-(III) and (I*)-(III*). 
ProoJ: One half of the theorem is equivalent to Lemma 3.6. Hence, 
the theorem will follow when it is proved that quotient composition is the 
only function satisfying the stated conditions. To this end we make a simple 
observation about pairs of matroids with the same cells. Let Ml and A&- 
be distinct matroids with E = E(MJ = E(M,). Then we may assume there 
is a circuit C of M1 which contains no circuit of n/r, . It follows that for 
e E C, [M,\(E\C)]/(C\e) = L, and [Mz\(E\C)]/(C\e) = Fl . That is, if Ml 
and M2 are distinct matroids with the same cells, E, then the one-cell 
minors of 7~4~ and M, differ in the sense that there is a cell e and a partition 
(A, B) of E\e such that M,\A/B # M,\A/B. Because the converse is 
obvious, and (I)-(III) and (I*)-(III*) determine the cells and one-cell 
minors of Q[f, ,..., fJ, the proof of the theorem is complete. 1 
Up to this point quotient composition has been presented as a 
nonpointed composition. That is, the quotient and composed matroid 
have been nonpointed. This approach simplifies the definition. However, 
from the point of view of clutter composition it is much more natural for 
all the matroids involved to be pointed. Fortunately, the introduction of 
appropriate conventions to deal with pointed quotients is quite simple. 
Suppose Q is a pointed matroid with E(Q) = (p, l,..., n}. Let the function 
f assign to each i E E(Q)’ a pointed matroidJ;I , such that (except for the 
common basepoint p) the fi are pairwise disjoint. (Q, f), is then called an 
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indexed pair. Let TQ denote the nonpointed version of Q. The ~~ointed~ 
quotient composition, Q[fi ,...,f&, of Q over fi ,...,% is the pointed 
matroid with 
T(QLh 2.“. LLl,> = Kwz 9fl Y.,fnf 
and basepoint E(P,)\p. Recall that P, is the polygon-matroid of a 2-gon 
(lune) ~ 
4. THE STRUCTURE OF A GOMFOSED ATROID 
Given a matroid M, define C* C 2E(“) to be the collection of comple- 
ments in E(M) of M-hyperplanes. The dual matroid M* of 5 is the 
matroid with C(M*) = C* and E(M*) = E(M). 
THEOXEM 4.1. l’f (Q, f) is an indexedpair, thevr 
(QK ,.drJ>* = Q*Vi*mfn*l. 44) 
PTOQJ Define Q]fi ,...,fJ = (Q*V;+,...,-&*])*. Using the fact that 
contraction and deletion are dual operations, it is routine to verify that 
Qlf 1 ,...,fJ satisfies (I)-(III) and (I*)-(III*). Thus, by Theorem 3,3 
Q]fi ,...,fJ = Q[f, ,...,fJ. On the other hand, it is well known that for 
any matroid M, M** = M. Hence, (Q[& ,..., jJ)* = (Q],fi ,..., fn[)* = 
Q*rf,*,...,fn*l. 
It is interesting to note that as a corollary of Theorem 4.1 we obtain two 
new systems of axioms which characterize quotient corn 
and (4); and (I*)-(III*) and (4). 
THEOREM 4.2. If (Q, f) is an indexedpair, then the circuits ofQIJa ,..*,f;, 
are the minimal nonempty members of the collection 
~Y.fJ] LJ 1 ,c(, G I C E C(Q) and G E CYf,> 1. if4 
If Q contains no loops andp is not a loop of any fi , then this coilection equals 
the collection of circuits of Q[fi ,..., fn]. 
PWOJ Let II* be the collection of sets of one of the following two 
~CXXX: (4 UJis~\k Ei’) v KI, for k E E, and Kk a hyperplane of J;,*/p; 
and @I KhG’> u GE~K Ki) for K a hy~er~laue of 
+I!?~‘\& E C”(jJ, and at least one KS a hyperplane ofh*\p. Let 
collection of maximal members of H*. Using the fact that 
WQ[fl ,.-,fnl*) = ~(Q*K*,-.,fn*3), 
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it is easy to see that 8* is the collection of hyperplanes of (Qvl ,...,-&I)*. 
But the nonempty members of (5) are by definition the complements in 
UiEE Ei’ of the members of H*. This proves half the theorem. 
Suppose Q contains no loops, andp is not a loop of anyJ;, . This implies 
that Q* contains no isthmuses, and p is not an isthmus of any fi*. Because 
of (4) we therefore deduce, by applic&tion of Corollary 3.3, that 
w* =H*. s: 
Suppose Q is pointed, and contains no loops; further, suppose p is 
a loop of no f% . Then (5) is the collection suggested by clutter composition. 
This can be argued as follows. The collection A = {UiEC Ci 1 C E C”(Q) 
and Ci E C”(J.)} is, by definition, the clutter composition of C”(Q) over 
C”(fJ ,..., C”(&J. On the other hand A = C”(Q[f, ,..., f&), and so under 
appropriate conditions (Q]fi ,...,f& nonseparable) it follows from a 
result of Lehman [12] that A uniquely determines C(Q[fl ,...,f&). 
In light of the comments of the preceding paragraph, it is reasonable 
to ask the following question: Why not use (5) to define quotient compo- 
sition? One obvious reason is that (5) may contain extraneous members, 
and so is difficult to work with. Another reason is that clutter composition 
does not suggest what to do when loops are present in the wrong places. 
Suppose M is a matroid. A nonempty set B C E(M) is said to be a base 
of M if it is minimal subject to S,(B) = E(M). The collection of bases of 
M is denoted B(M). The (Whitney) rank of M, r(M), is defined to be the 
cardinality of a base of M. Rank is well defined since (l)-(3) imply that 
all bases have the same cardinality. 
THEOREM 4.3. Zf(Q, f) is an indexedpair, and iffr eaclz fi , p is neither 
an isthmus nor a loop, then 
r<QK >...> .&I> = c r(h-> - rCQ”>. 
iCE 
Proox Take B E B(Q). For each i E B take Bi E B’(h), and for each 
i E E\B take Bi E B”(fi). The choice of the Bi is possible because of the 
hypotheses on p. Put A = UiEE Bi and denote M = Q[fi ,..., fn]. Then 
by Corollary 3.3, 6,(A) = UiEE Ei’. But E\B E B(Q*), E,‘\B, E B;(fi*) for 
i E B and Ei’\Bi E Bi’(fi*) for i E E\B. It thus follows from Corollary 3.3 
and (4) that 8,&UiEE E,‘\A) = UisE Ei’. We conclude that A E B(M). 
Hence, 
r(M) = I A I 
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The general expression for r(Q[f, ,...,fJ) is slightly more complicated. 
Let J = (i E E j p is an isthmus offi), and J* = {i E E j p is a loop ofJ’i). 
Then 
This formula can be proved by reducing to the situation called for in 
Theorem 4.3. It is also possible to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let (Q,f) be an indexed pair. But J = (i E E / p is an 
&thus offi>, and J* = {i E E / p is a loop of s”;l). Then if J contains no 
circuit of Q”, and J* contains no circuit of Q we have 
WQ[fi Y..,f%l) = u (n 
BeB(Q) isB SE\% 
We end this section with a discussion of matroi connectivity. In [I 
Tutte defined a notion of n-connection for matro s which when IZ = 
is identical to Whitney’s notion of nonseparability [21]. Whitney also 
defined a corresponding composition, called direct sum composition, 
and proved a unique decomposition theorem. 
For n = 3 Tutte’s definition reads as follows: A 2-connected matroid M 
is 3-connected if there do not exist complementary subsets S and 
E(M) such that j S 1 3 2 < 1 T 1, and r(M\S) + r(M\T) - I = r 
Suppose (Pz , f) is an indexed pair, and p is neither a loop nor an isthmus 
of4; orfi . Then by Theorem 4.3 and (I)-(III), 
ence, according to Tutte’s definition Pz[fl ,fJ is not 3-connected if 
/ E,’ 1 3 2 ,< / E,’ /. In fact, it can be shown (see [3]) that a ~ous~~arab~e 
matroid is 3-connected if and only if it has no “nontrivial” compound 
representation. 
ELATIONOF QUOTIENT COMPOSITIONTO SO~~EQTHBRCO!MPQSITIO~'S 
In 1966 Minty [ 13, p. 5001 defined a composition for matroids which was 
recently rediscovered by Smith [15], who called it the weld. Eet M1 and 
M, be pointed matroids with E(M,)’ n E(M,)’ = o I Then the Mz%y, 
composite of Ml and IM,, denoted Iw, 0 Mz, is given by 
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By definition, Minty composition is contained in quotient composition. 
On the other hand, as is shown below, Minty composition can be used 
to generate quotient composition. 
Given a nonpointed matroid Q and e E E(Q), Q” stands for Q made 
pointed by the assignment p = e. 
THEOREM 5.1. If (Q, f) is an indexed pair, then 
Proof. This theorem follows from Theorem 3.7 by verifying that the 
right hand side in the above equation satisfies (I)-(III) and (4). i 
Brylawski [5] has investigated in detail two dual compositions which 
he calls the series and parallel connections. Let 1M, and M, be pointed 
matroids with B(M,)’ n E(M,)’ = o . Put 
S(M, , M,) is called the series connection, and P(M, , M,) the parallel 
connection. Since S(M, , MJ/p = P(M, , M,)\p = Ml q M, , it is a 
consequence of Theorem 5.1 that the series and parallel connections can 
both be used to generate quotient composition. Thus, (pointed) quotient 
composition does not in the truest sense generalize individually either 
Minty’s or Brylawski’s compositions, but it does generalize them jointly 
since it embodies 3-connection, and the advantages of a pointed quotient. 
Gallant [lo], in the course of studying automorphism groups, r(M), 
of matroids defined the following matroid composition: Given pointed 
matroids &.f, and .M, , define 
Ml 0 M2 = M,[M, ,..., M,], . 
One result proved for this composition is that the wreath product 
I’(M,)[.T(M,)] is isomorphic to a subgroup of r(M, 0 M2). It is also 
conjectured under what conditions I’(M,)[T(M&] g l”(M, 0 MJ. This 
conjecture is proved in [3] as an easy consequence of quotient decompo- 
sition theory. 
Finally, we note that in the as yet unpublished work [8] Edmonds and 
Cunningham make an extensive study of matroid composition. Apparently 
they not only prove a unique decomposition theorem for Minty’s com- 
position, but also significantly generalize this composition. 
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6. MISCELLANEOUS PROPERTIES AND A CATEGORY FOR 
QUO~ENT COMPOSITION 
The beginning part of this last section is devoted to the statement and 
scussion of various properties of quotient composition that seem to be 
useful: no proofs are given. At the end of the section some of these 
properties find application in a categorical description of quotient com- 
position. This description seems to be more appropriate for the study of 
decomposition than for the study of composition; consequently, much 
of the generality implicit in (I)-(III) and (I*)-(III”) is not present. For 
example, loops and isthmuses are not allowed. 
Given a matroid (2, and a bijection h from E(Q) to a set A, we de&e 
a new matroid hQ by C(hQ) = hC(Q), and E(@) = A. I 
we say it is isomorphic to a nonpointed matroid P w  
If Q and P are pointed we require, in addition, that h( 
case we write Q g P. 
~~~~~ 6.1. Suppose (Q, f) and (P, g) are indexed pairs, u: E(Q) - 
E(P) is a bijection, fi = g,,for each i E E(Q), andp is neither an isthmus nor a 
loop of anyA . Then P = ~(2 ifand only ifQ[f, ,...,AL] = P[ g, ,.a.j g,]. 
Theorem 6.1 is one of a number of isomorphism theorems that can be 
proved. For example, if we replace fi = by J; s gDi3 then 
Q[4; ,..., fJ s P[fi : . . . . fn] is implied by P = 
n the other hand, dropping the hypotheses Q 
k, s..., gn] if and only if P\uJ/oJ* = G(Q\J/J*>, where J = (i E 
an isthmus offi), and J* = (i E E(Q) j p is a loop off3’i). Finally, 
the roles of quotients and components are reversed by ~y~othes~~i~~ 
rather than fi = gOi. Then Q[4; ,...,fJ = 
i I if we assume that Q has no loops, and E(h) 
(proof-Theorem 4.2). 
Let M1 and Mt be disjoint matroids. The dkect SI.W of and M*, 
writt M1 @ iw, , is the matroid with E(M1 @ MJ = E( u ~@fJ, 
and M1 0 M,) = C(M,) u C(M,). A matroid M is sai 0 be non- 
separable (connected) if it is not the direct sum of two nonempty matroids. 
THEOREM 6.2. Assume that (Q, f) is an indexedp in which quotient 
and components have at least two cells each. Then fl ,...,&I is non- 
separable if and only if Q and each fi are ~o~separab~e. 
Two cells, e, and ez , of a matroid M are said to be in series if (e, ) e,> 
is a circuit in A&* (the dual). If e E E(M) is in series with some other cell 
of M, then iW,fe is called the series reduction of e. Any sequence of such 
co~t~act~o~s is called a series reduction. 
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THEOREM 6.3. Assume that (Q, f) is an indexed pair, and that Q and 
each fi are nonseparable with at least two cells each. Then (a) Q and each 
Tfi are isomorphic to the series reduction of a submatroid of Q[f, ,..., fJ, 
and(b) Q and each Tfi are isomorphic to minors of Q[f, ,..., fn]. (Tfi is the 
nonpointed version of fi .) 0 
It is proved in [4] that the class of transversal matroids is closed under 
series reduction and deletion. Hence, by Theorem 6.3 (a), if Qvl ,..., fn] 
is transversal, then so are Q and each fi. In other words, the class of 
transversal matroids is closed under decomposition. This class is not closed 
under composition: P, is transversal, but P3[P3, P, , P3] is not. Because 
of Theorem 4.1, the above remarks also apply to the strict gammoids, 
since these are precisely the duals of the transversal matroids [ll]. (The 
gammoids are closed under decomposition and composition.) 
The graphic, cographic and representable (over a fixed field) matroids 
are closed under decomposition by Theorem 6.3 (b). That these classes 
of matroids are also closed under composition is contained in Example 3.4, 
(4), and Example 3.5. In general (probably because of Proposition 5.12 
[5]) the easiest way to arrive at a description such as that in Example 3.5 
seems to be to first describe S(M, , A&), then apply Ml 0 il& = 
S(M, , MJ/p and Theorem 5.1. 
The next two results are needed in the categorical description of quotient 
composition. 
THEOREM 6.4. If (Q, f ), is an indexedpair, then 
QIPZ ,..., J’,l, = Q. I 
THEOREM 6.5. Suppose (Q, f), and (Q[fi ,..., fJa, , g), are indexed 
pairs. For each i E E(Q) denote E(h)’ = {eli,..., eii), and define (g 0 f)i = 
f,[g(eli),..., g(ei,>], . Then (Q, g 0 f), is an indexedpair and 
<Q[f, ,...,fnl13)[g(el”>,..., g(eiJ, = QKg ofh ,..., (g ofMp . U 
We close with the promised categorical description of quotient com- 
position. This description does not yield quotient composition as a natural 
construction (such as a colimit) in some known category [6]. We have 
tried this approach without success. Rather, we define a category Q 
which is essentially equal to quotient composition. One nice property 
of this category is that it provides a long list of appropriate questions to 
ask. 
Let Q have as objects nonseparable pointed matroids with at least two 
cells each, and as morphisms indexed pairs (Q,f), such that Q and each 
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fi are objects of Q. If ((2, f), . IS a morphism we define domain@, j), = 
and codomain(Q,f), = Q[fr ,...,f&, ~ Identities are provided 
Theorem 6.4, and composite morphisms by Theorem 6.5 (the category 
axioms are easy to verify). P, is initial in , and ah morphisms are left 
cancellable. 
A particmarly interesting subcategory of 
obj s those of Q except Pz , and morphisms th 
(4 i separable * fi\p nonseparable and 
nonseparable. By Theorem 6.3, (I)-(III) and (I*)-(III”) the composite of 
two morphisms in Q’ is in Q’. For each object M ’ 2h.e uniqueness 
orem of 131 implies the existence of an initial o in the category 
M. (Sonner [16] calls such a property special, corresponding to 
universal.) The proof establishes a fun&or from ’ to the corresponding 
category of clutters. 
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